
Cyberbullying is the use of technology to tease, humiliate, threaten and/or 
harass someone. It can take place through text messaging or social media. 
Cyberbullies might send mean comments, post embarrassing photos, or share 
private information about someone to humiliate or mock them online.  Even 
if your child isn’t being cyberbullied, remind them that it is everyone’s job to 
prevent bullying and encourage them to take a stand. 

Cyberbullying Unplugged

A child who is being cyberbullied may
► Avoid using the Internet 
► Seem stressed when getting an email, text, or other message
► Withdraw from family and friends 
► Resist attending school and social events
► Show signs of low self-esteem like depression or fear
► Have declining grades
► Stop eating or sleeping
► In serious cases, consider suicide

Spot It

If your child is being cyberbullied, teach them to
► Not respond
► Save the evidence
Any online harassment that is sexual in nature should also be reported to Report.CyberTip.org.

If your child is being cyberbullied, you should
► Meet with school administrators to discuss a plan of action and their bullying/cyberbullying policy
► Talk about the situation with the bully’s parent or guardian

Deal With It 

If your child sees someone being cyberbullied, tell them to
► Not forward embarrassing photos or messages 
► Not comment on insulting or harassing posts 
► Report it to the website or app
► Tell a teacher at school if it involves a classmate
► Support the victim by being a good friend and showing the cyberbullies they won’t join in

Stand Up To It

For more resources visit MissingKids.org/NetSmartz/Resources
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As adults and children 
alike have turned to 
digital tools for school, 
work, and socialization, 
online safety matters 
now more than ever.

Tip 1:

Keep the 
Ground Rules

Even if our online habits have changed significantly, you can still 
set boundaries that work for your family and schedule. Involving 
children in setting these rules may help them stick to the guidelines.

Tip 2:

Modify How 
You Monitor

Even the strictest monitoring programs and content blockers 
can’t ensure that children are totally protected online. 
The best tools for keeping kids safe are time, attention 
and active conversation about digital behaviors.

Consider:

• Distance learning tasks before social media or gaming

• No devices during meals

• At least  minutes of non-electronic activities per day

• “Digital curfew”: no devices after a certain hour

Consider:  Setting up workstations for children and 
teens that provide quick visual access to the screens for 
easy check-ins from parents/caretakers as they telework or 
complete household tasks.

Here are five tips for keeping kids safer online, 
adapted to fit the current “safer at home” environment.

at Home
Internet Safety
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PARENTS’ 
GUIDE TO 
S M A R T 
P H O N E 
SAFET Y
Smartphones are essentially little computers, 
so you might be a little worried when handing 
one over to your child. Take some time to 
understand the risks and implement a few 
safeguards so that you can help your child use 
smartphones safely.

1. Be a parent and a resource.  
Establish clear guidelines, including time 
limits and consequences for inappropriate 
behavior, but be open so your child will 
come to you with any problems.

2. Set up smart security.  
Smartphones today include a variety of 
security mechanisms including fingerprint 
scans, facial recognition and password 
locks. Enable these to protect access to the 
phone as well as apps with sensitive data.

3. Update the operating system.  
New versions often contain important 
security fixes.

4. Approve apps before they are downloaded. 
Make sure you understand their capabilities 
and approve their content.

5. Understand location services.  
GPS features are useful when using maps, 
but you’ll want to disable location-tagging 
when your child posts anything online.

THE RISKS

 ▪ CYBERBULLYING
 With the constant connectivity of 

smartphones, your child may be more 
susceptible to cyberbullying or have more 
opportunities to cyberbully others.

 ▪ GEOLOCATION
 A GPS-enabled smartphone can reveal 

your child’s location through online 
posts and uploaded photos.

 ▪ INAPPROPRIATE CONTENT
 With smartphones, your child has mobile 

access to content you may consider inappropriate, 
such as pornography or violent videos.

 ▪ SEXTING
 Your child may use the Internet 

and social apps to send, receive, 
or forward revealing photos. 

 ▪ VIRUSES & MALWARE
 Just like a computer, a smartphone is 

vulnerable to security attacks if your child 
accesses unsecured websites and apps.

SMART OR SCARY?

5WAYS TO BE SMARTER 
THAN THE SMARTPHONE!

https://www.missingkids.org/netsmartz/resources
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LEARN
Know the platforms.
Online enticement happens 
across all platforms, so be aware 
of the sites, games and apps 
your children frequent. Ask them 
to show you how they use them.

Be proactive.
Teach your kids to spot common 
tricks used by online offenders. 
In NCMEC CyberTipline reports, 
the most common tactics used to 
entice a child online were:
• Engaging the child in sexual 

conversation/roleplay as a 
grooming method.

• Directly asking the child for 
sexually explicit images of 
themselves, or offering to 
mutually exchange images.

• Developing a rapport with the 
child through compliments 
and other supportive 
behaviors such as “liking” 
their online posts.

• Sending unprompted sexually 
explicit images of themselves.

• Pretending to be younger. 
• Offering incentives for 

explicit content.

Spot the Red Flags.
A child who is experiencing 
online enticement may be:
• Spending increasing time online.
• Getting upset when he or she is 

not allowed on their device.
• Taking extra steps to conceal 

what they are doing online.
• Receiving gifts from people 

you don’t know.

ENGAGE
Talk about it!
Your kids might not tell you 
everything, but ask anyway. 
Regular conversations about safety 
can go a long way in increasing 
trust and communication. 

Get involved.
Challenge them to a duel. If you 
have kids who like to play online 
games, ask if you can play, too. 
When you respect their interests, 
they’re more likely to respect 
your rules.

Don’t pull the plug.
Taking away internet access 
because they may have made 
mistakes online doesn’t solve 
the problem. Talk to them about 
protecting themselves and 
respecting others online.

CONNECT
Set some ground rules.
Establish clear guidelines 
like what types of sites kids 
can visit, apps they can 
download, and when they can 
have access to electronics. 
Consider “blackout” periods 
that require disconnection.

Research before you buy.
It’s important to learn about a 
device’s capabilities before you 
buy. Will it allow unknown people 
to communicate with my child? 
Will this allow children to make 
unchecked purchases?

Go beyond safeguards.
Installing monitoring software 
doesn’t guarantee your child will 
be safe online. Time, attention 
and active conversation are the 
best tools to protect them.

REPORT!
If your kids are dealing with 
cyberbullies or potential online 
enticement, report it to the 
website, cell phone provider, law 
enforcement or CyberTipline.org

PROTECTING YOUR KIDS

ONLINE 2.0
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